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The role of God in Descartes’ Meditations 
 
The Meditations begin with, and take as their theme, the search for truth and what we can 
know. And so in Meditation VI, Descartes seeks to resolve the issues that led him into 
doubt about what was true in the first place. To do this, he needs to establish, in reverse 
order, that there could be no evil demon deceiving me; that I am not dreaming, and a 
physical world, including my body, really does exist; and that I can trust my senses. 
 

GOD IS NOT A DECEIVER 
The answer to all these doubts is that God is not a deceiver. Descartes’ claim to know 
this rests on his idea of God. First, he uses the idea of God to prove that God exists in 
both the Trademark and ontological arguments. Second, in those proofs, it is an essential 
part of the idea of God that God is perfect. God, therefore, would not deceive us, as this 
would be an imperfection.  
 
What does Descartes mean by this? It is important to note that Descartes explicitly 
denies that his invocation of God means we must be infallible. Rather, Descartes’ claim 
is that God ‘has permitted no falsity in my opinion which he has not also given me some 
faculty capable of correcting’ (158). The Method of doubt, and the central importance of 
clear and distinct ideas, is the best we can do in correcting our tendency to have false 
beliefs. By God’s not being a deceiver, then, we are only assured that once we have done 
all we can to avoid error, and are judging on the basis of clear and distinct ideas, then we 
will not go wrong. 
 

THE CONNECTION TO NATURE 
Because God is not a deceiver, we can attain the truth. Descartes links this to the idea of 
nature in two ways. First, ‘there is no doubt that everything nature teaches me contains 
some truth. For by nature, considered in general, I now mean nothing other than God 
himself, or the order and disposition that God has established in created things’ (158-9). 
So, again if we are careful, we can learn truth from nature, because God has created 
nature. 
 
We might object that God’s purposes are inscrutable, so we don’t know if He has set up 
nature in such a way that we come to know the truth. We cannot know whether God 
might have arranged it so that we believe in an external world when there wasn’t one.  
 
Although Descartes allows that we cannot know God’s purposes, he argues that the 
objection fails. And this is the second link to nature, this time human nature. Given that 
we would have no way of correcting our error, such a mistake would constitute a 
frustration of our essential nature as rational minds. We cannot help but assent to what 
we clearly and distinctly understand. And it is difficult to reconcile ourselves to the idea 
that God would create beings and then thwart the exercise of their very essence. We 
don’t need to know what God’s purposes are in order to judge that this would amount to 
God being a deceiver. 



 
 

 

HOW THIS SOLVES SCEPTICISM 
So how does the existence of God help solve Descartes’ scepticism? First, because God 
exists and is not a deceiver, God would not allow us to be deceived by some demon. 
This would just be God being a deceiver by proxy. 
 
What about the problem of dreaming? Descartes’ answer is that we can tell the 
difference between dreaming and being awake, because ‘our memory can never connect 
our dreams with one another and with the general course of our lives, as it is in the habit 
of connecting the things which happen to us when we are awake’ (168). When we 
perceive, rather than dream, we know the object of perception and can connect the 
experience with others that we have. Again, as long as we judge only by clear and distinct 
ideas, God would not allow us to be deceived in this. 
 
Finally, God is essential to establishing the existence of my body and physical objects in 
general (see the handout on ‘Descartes’ rationalism’). But can we trust our senses to 
deliver the truth about physical objects? Descartes recommends caution here. These 
judgements – about what properties physical objects have, and about particular 
perceptions – ‘are very obscure and confused’ (158). We can and do make mistakes about 
what we are perceiving. But, again, we can know that God has given us the means to 
correct mistakes and avoid error. If, therefore, we take care and only assent to clear and 
distinct ideas, ‘I may conclude with assurance that I have within me the means of 
knowing these things with certainty’ (158). 


